
UNL Wind Ensemble Zoom Team Chat (Thurs, Sept 17) 
 
00:47:59 Scott Walker: Thank everyone who has joined early – you are my hero! 
00:48:12 Matthew Smoot: <3 
00:48:26 Carolyn Barber: What does <3 mean? 
00:48:38 Matthew Smoot: It's a sideways heart 
00:48:40 Carolyn Barber: Less than three? 
00:48:45 Zack Cheek: It means on a scale of one to ten, Scott’s less than three 
00:48:49 Zack Cheek: Boom. Roasted 
00:48:56 Scott Walker: ouchhhh 
00:49:00 Scott Walker: I am HURT! 
00:49:02 Matthew Smoot: Wow 
00:49:08 Carolyn Barber: And so it begins. 
00:50:06 Matthew Smoot: Eric is killing me with the Halo warm-up music 
00:57:22 Melissa Graue: I like this exercise: at least for me, it's a clear picture of 
how to share with movement 
 
00:58:43 Matthew Smoot: secret time 
01:00:29 Matthew Smoot: I'm picturing a stately renaissance court.  
01:00:31 Alex Richard: Maybe a sort of sleepy or soft frame? This feels a bit lighter and 
more smudgy than last time 
 
01:00:31 Quinn Adajar: In remembrance of someone who died 
01:00:38 Claire Sorenson: it felt a bit smoother 
01:00:41 Tim Aulner: sounds/looks like they’re swaying on a ship 
01:00:42 Melissa Graue: Gentle, outdoor scenery 
01:00:47 Arden Fechtmeister: Yeah very focused on chord density and suspensions?? 
01:00:51 Katherine Schmit: Polite 
01:00:55 Kirby Zinniel: Solemn? Idk how to spell 
01:01:05 Kayla Pracht: Heavy like they were trying to walk through mud 
01:03:05 Matthew Smoot: It feels more to me like they just made the scale louder 
and the other parts quieter.  
 
01:03:22 Melissa Graue: ^ 
01:03:25 Alex Richard: Yes, and I think it was easier to see some people with the scale 
moving a bit more 
 
01:04:10 Matthew Smoot: I like this game 
01:04:18 Grayson McGregor: Might be interesting to have the scale people play and the 
other people sing their parts? Hmmmmm 
 
01:04:33 Matthew Smoot: Or the opposite 
01:04:41 Matthew Smoot: try both 
01:04:57 Matthew Smoot: hmmmmm 



01:05:05 Grayson McGregor: both. both is good 
01:05:12 Quinn Adajar: We should do sound off and see if we can see a difference 
01:05:22 Alex Richard: I’m trying to guess the frame based on her gestures, but also 
wonder if Dr. Barber might alter her gestures if she knows we’re watching and guessing, or is 
purposefully trying to clue us in before hand 
 
01:05:41 Arden Fechtmeister: It seems like they are trying to emphasize the scale 
01:06:00 Claire Sorenson: this feels more focused on tempo 
01:06:00 Matthew Smoot: It feels like the frame here is emphasizing softer voices 
maybe? 
 
01:06:01 Melissa Graue: I feel like its all more boldly, like they're all trying to 
emphasize their part 
 
01:06:06 Alex Richard: It feels mightier, especially in the breath. 
01:06:08 Sydney Holdsworth: Trying to bring out the lines that move more? 
01:06:10 Sandra Saathoff: the moving line? 
01:06:20 Claire Sorenson: they sound louder and more sure of themselves 
01:06:22 Rachael Huxley: Maybe they are trying to play it more like a chorale? 
01:06:23 Jill Tucker: I think I’m hearing more moving line, but maybe that’s because 
I’m listening for the flute 
 
01:06:25 Tim Aulner: I definitely here more different voices projecting better 
01:06:30 Quinn Adajar: Yeah I hear intent behind the direction of the individual lines 
01:06:33 Alex Hoffman: I don't know what the frame is but it sounds much more cohesive 
01:06:38 Alaina Blaker: There was a lot more flute that time 
01:06:49 Alex Hoffman: And they're giving everything a direction 
01:06:52 Grayson McGregor: Yeah I agree it sounded more proud? 
01:07:31 Scott Walker: Good job Arden! 
01:07:50 Melissa Graue: It's interesting how their emphasis frame causes the band 
to sound "mightier"... 
 
01:08:04 Scott Walker: The goal was to emphasize when you have a scale tone, even if 
you don’t have it the entire time 
 
01:08:22 Arden Fechtmeister: Yay scales 
01:08:29 Katherine Schmit: I think that goal caused people to connect with one 
another more 
 
01:09:11 Matthew Smoot: Nice cinematography Scott! 
01:09:48 Scott Walker: trying to be better than a 3 *crying* 
01:10:04 Matthew Smoot: I often separated music ed classes from other music 
classes in compartments 
 



01:11:29 Melissa Graue: Yeah I would say myself and people around me often 
compartmentalize emotions and home life with school and work 
 
01:14:26 Sandra Saathoff: Chorales were slow and boring in HS band …. but musical 
in college and something pristine later on in life :) 
 
01:14:31 Matthew Smoot: Percussion took a stronger lead there 
01:14:32 Melissa Graue: There's no shape 
01:14:44 Kirby Zinniel: It felt like a march 
01:14:59 Tim Aulner: It felt like every note change caught everyone by surprise 
01:15:10 Kayla Pracht: ^ 
01:16:25 Melissa Graue: Everyone might bring something different but we can find 
overlapping circles in small ways? 
 
01:16:43 Matthew Smoot: squids live in blue water 
01:16:50 Arden Fechtmeister: yeah and I feel like that will lead to compromise so 
eventually there will be one coherent idea ^^ 
 
01:16:53 Matthew Smoot: maybe similar texture? 
01:17:10 Katherine Schmit: I think our concept of what a “good” ensemble sounds like 
has to change in order for this to work 
 
01:17:52 Matthew Smoot: If the goal is to sound "good" we'll never get there, since 
that's not really a definable trait 
 
01:18:10 Melissa Graue: Does this open system and finding connections with your 
own life remind anyone of the Bach piece we did last year? With the tracing exercise? 
 
01:18:46 Arden Fechtmeister: ^Yes Melissa! That was a really cool piece 
01:19:02 Tim Aulner: Sounded very behind the beat 
01:19:04 Quinn Adajar: Maybe lost a little energy 
01:19:16 Alaina Blaker: Definitely lost energy 
01:19:43 Katherine Schmit: I get what you’re saying Matt, I just mean that we can still 
make beautiful music (however you define that) in a non-traditional way 
 
01:19:44 Sandra Saathoff: I was wondering if a serious conversation inhibits the 
energy … that we have to play a bit and warm up into the style sometimes 
 
01:20:04 Tim Aulner: ^^ interesting consideration 
01:20:34 Alaina Blaker: Warming up into the style makes sense 
01:20:50 Alaina Blaker: It’d be nice if we didn’t have to though haha 
01:21:15 Alex Richard: @Sandra, I wonder something similar! In this case, a few people 
may still be in “chorale frame” when approaching the Mackey and that might take away some 
of the energy 



 
01:21:18 Abigail Muraski: Especially when this piece has such a distinctly different 
feel than Treasury of Scales. Definitely seems like they’re getting more into the groove now, but 
were still sort of in chorale mode when this started 
 
01:21:35 Quinn Adajar: People might try to keep up energy when not playing 
01:21:51 Alaina Blaker: Maybe that’s why they didn’t have the right energy when they 
first played 
 
01:21:55 Tim Aulner: So maybe the question to ask is how can we change our own 
mindsets before we play, in order to be in it all the way from the beginning 
 
01:21:58 Sandra Saathoff: right … auditions work the same way … you have to play a 
list of pieces and instantly come up with the right atmosphere/style …. it takes practice 
 
01:22:31 Melissa Graue: Yeah they might be moving a bit more, but they definitely 
looked like they were in chorale mode for a bit 
 
01:22:40 Alaina Blaker: So we should try and warm up with an exercise that is in the same 
style before we play this piece 
 
01:22:50 Matthew Smoot: Tim, I think you're on the right track there. We have to find 
out what elements transfer and figure out how to bring those into the new mindset.  
 
01:22:52 Arden Fechtmeister: Thats a really good idea ^ 
01:23:55 Matthew Smoot: It's like the comparison earlier between squids and 
blueberries. If we warm up with blueberries, we still have to be able to play squids without 
switching over to blueberries first. We have to practice making those transfers.  
 
01:24:02 Tim Aulner: Sandra, having been doing this the longest do you have some 
methods to get your mindset in the character of a new piece before you take a breath? That’s a 
big question, but a hint or two could be great. 
 
01:24:09 Scott Walker: I think this convo is interesting because if we think about past 
performances we all have been a part of, can you see where this happened in front of 
audiences – I’m thinking even First suite in Eb 
 
01:24:21 Alex Richard: For me, string visual associations help with that kind of style 
transition too. If we’re thinking of a nice pond when playing chorales, then a pig race or train 
like some others have mentioned for this piece, the energy is built into the mental picture 
 
01:24:39 Sandra Saathoff: oh - such a huge topic!  Painting pictures in your mind;  
words that conjure the right mood;  
 



01:24:56 Alaina Blaker: I mean if we did a warm up in the same style, we’d have a head 
start on the piece basically. On gestures, tempo, accent and so much more. I also think we need 
to keep in mind other ways of just being able to play in the correct style right away. Sometimes 
I try and take a mental moment to get into the right style before I play something. Especially 
solos. 
 
01:25:01 Matthew Smoot: They really wanted to hang on to those whole notes 
01:25:10 Alex Richard: *strong visual pictures 
01:25:17 Sandra Saathoff: Yes, Alaina! :) 
01:26:58 Sandra Saathoff: I do a thing with my students, where they have a bag full 
of images / adjectives /etc.  - they pull out a word -and then have to play their scales in that 
style …. it is a fun way to play scales … and also helps reinforce creating style concepts 
 
01:27:28 Melissa Graue: That's really cool Sandra!! 
01:27:32 Tim Aulner: I love that idea! 
01:28:25 Scott Walker: Can you guys hear that okay? 
01:28:30 Claire Sorenson: yes 
01:28:33 Alex Hoffman: Yep 
01:28:35 Melissa Graue: yes!! 
01:28:37 Alex Richard: yup, thanks Scott! 
01:28:39 Scott Walker: Great! 
01:31:11 Scott Walker: The goal is for everyone in person and zoom to match your 
posture with the sound 
 
01:32:50 Scott Walker: Look out for the way Melissa is reacting. I get obviously senses of 
what’s she’s feeling with what she hears. Great job 
 
01:33:11 Matthew Smoot: Part 3 started feeling Stravinsky much better there 
01:33:18 Zack Cheek: Sounds great! 
01:33:28 Sydney Holdsworth: Clarinets sounded great that last time! 
01:33:33 Alex Hoffman: That sounded a lot more interesting that time 
01:34:26 Sandra Saathoff: now they are making music :) 
01:34:40 Katherine Schmit: It was cool to see some people actually lean forward that 
time 
 
01:34:51 Ben Armeni: I like the multiple style concepts a lot and it’s helped both the 
Tuesday and Thursday groups a lot. definitely stealing this idea for my future ensembles 
 
01:35:11 Matthew Smoot: Still not feeling it from part 4.  
01:35:23 Tim Aulner: Now motives feel more in your face and opinionated rather than 
just notes on a page 
 
01:36:22 Melissa Graue: The saxophone and trumpet were really grooving!! 
01:36:31 Quinn Adajar: Darren always grooves 



01:37:08 Alaina Blaker: I agree Smoot, part 4 ain’t groovin yet 
01:38:26 Alex Richard: Definitely some people are grooving more. It still feels like any 
stylistic elements need to be exaggerated more 
 
01:39:05 Matthew Smoot: Already better.  
01:39:26 Matthew Smoot: feels like maybe its just dragging a little bit but that might 
be zoom?  
 
01:39:27 Melissa Graue: Yeah a lot more energy in their playing especially and with 
the different sections too 
 
01:39:32 Arden Fechtmeister: The energy is really good! Seems to be propelling the piece 
forward in a way 
 
01:39:45 Arden Fechtmeister: Trumpet sounds really good too 
01:39:48 Katherine Schmit: It’s nice to hear part 1 so strong in the trumpet 
01:39:50 Alaina Blaker: Oooo lots better 
01:40:06 Melissa Graue: Nice contrast!! 
01:41:16 Matthew Smoot: I feel like the shout needs to be shoutier 
01:41:27 Alex Richard: A couple transition spots are a still a little awkward (similar to 
what we experienced on Tuesday), but definitely a big step in the right direction from the first 
time they played at the beginning of rehearsal! 
 
01:41:38 Matthew Smoot: I want a trumpet to take it up an octave or something 
01:41:49 Melissa Graue: It seems that after a softer, gentler section it's hard to get 
that energy back up a little 
 
01:41:56 Katherine Schmit: Cute cat, Matt 
01:42:00 Matthew Smoot: Thanks 
01:42:09 Matthew Smoot: Trumpets don't look like theyre partying.  
01:42:14 Alaina Blaker: I agree Melissa 
01:42:15 Sandra Saathoff: I want those that have a secondary melody that supports 
one of the 'main' ideas - to enjoy the fact that they provide valuable support - and that it is 
important for them to match the energy too - not take a back seat 
 
01:42:24 Alex Hoffman: I agree with Alex, there are still some uncomfortable spots, but it 
sounds like they're starting to put their opinion out there a lot more 
 
01:42:45 Matthew Smoot: I can hear more opinion but I'm not sure I saw it.  
01:42:47 Arden Fechtmeister: i love how Dr. Barber always laughs after a run of a large 
chunk of the piece 
 
01:42:51 Alaina Blaker: Yeah you can definitely tell the parts where we are not as 
comfortable. 



01:43:00 Arden Fechtmeister: It helps everyone else relax and laugh a little too- helps 
people have fun! 
 
01:43:51 Melissa Graue: Thanks everyone! Have a great day!! 
01:44:02 Sandra Saathoff: :) 


